
Goethe speaks 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe ranks among 

the greatest literary artists of all countries 
and all time. He was a German, a representa
tive of the finest that nation has produced, but 
he was also a citizen of the world. His life span 
of 82 years (1749-1832) embraced the American 
and French revolutions, the Napoleonic era, and 
the Industrial Revolution. He was an active 
participant in many phases of these times. 

Born in the free city of Frankfurt, one of 
the early laboratories of representative govern
ment, he knew the privilege of citizenship in a 
proud, cosmopolitan, trading republic. There 
he practiced law before removing to Weimar, 
where he served for years as counsellor and 
minister of state to Karl August. As a lover of 
nature he contributed much to the natural 
sciences. Above .all, he had a philosophical 
and religious mind, which bore fruit in 
many "occasional" poems, in powerful dramas, 
and in biographical masterpieces-such as 
Egmont, The Sorrows of Werther, Iphigenie, 
East-West Divan, Poetry and Truth, Wilhelm 
Meister, and Faust. 

Ever alert to new objects in the world about 
him, he constantly sensed their counterpart 
within himself. In this re-creative response to 
the ever-creative God, Goethe proudly imitated 
the Almighty, remaining nevertheless humbly 
conscious of the inscrutable nature of the 
Divine. To Goethe R ever ence was the thresh
old on which human self-assertion surrenders 
to the mysteries that surround mankind. Here 
all human beings become aware of their com
mon humanity; here conflict ceases. To him 
Time was the "living garment of the Deity," 
and all are called to bear witness to the "value 
of each passing day." 
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ON GOD ••• 

"'I believe in God' is a beautiful and praise
worthy phrase, but to recognize God in all His 
manifestations, that is true holiness on earth." 

"Nature is the living visible garment of 
God." 

ON RELIGION ••• 

"I believe that within us we carry a spark 
of that eternal light which must shine in the 
depth of our being and which our weak senses 
can only perceive from afar. To let this spark 
within us become a flame and to realize the 
Divine within us is our highest duty." 

"There are only two true religions; the one 
which recognizes without form the holy which 
dwells in and around us; the other which 
recognizes and adores it in the most beautiful 
form. Everything which lies between is 
idolatry." 

ON THE BmLE ••• 

"The Bible is so full of matter, that, more 
than any other book, it offers material for re
flection and opportunity for meditation on hu
man affairs. As for myself, I loved and valued 
it, for almost to It alone did I owe my moral 

culture •••• -. 

ON IMMORTALITY ••• 

"I am fully convinced that the soul is in
destructible, and that Its activity will continue 
through eternity. It is like the sun, which, to 
our eyes, seems to set at night, but it has in 
reality gone to diffuse its light elsewhere." 



ON TRUTH ••• 

"There is nothing worse in this world than an 
active ignorance." 

"Wisdom lies only in truth." 

ON SELI<'·RELIANCE ••• 

"It is a great error to take oneself for more 
than one is, or for less than one is worth." 

"How shall we learn to know ourselves? By 
reflection-never; but only through action. 
Strive to do thy duty, then shalt thou know 
what is in thee." 

"When once you trust yourself, you know 
the art of living." 

"The most limited individual can be com
plete if he exert himself within the range of 
his own power and according to his natural 
endowments; but even the most brilliant tal 
ents will be obscured, injured, and even 
spoiled, if these indispensable prerequisites 
be not observed. The evil becomes still more 
frequent in these times; for who can satisfy 
the demands of a deeply agitated, ever advanc-
ing present, in the swiftest transition?" ' 

ON THE HERE AND NOW ••• 

"Nothing is more highly to be prized than the 
value of each day." 

"From a strict point of view we must have 
a reformation of ourselves every day . . .. " 

"Know'st thou yesterday, its aim and reason? 
Work'st thou well today for worthier things? 
Then calmly walt the morrow's hidden season, 
And fear thou not what hap so'er it brings." 



ON PURPOSEFULNESS ••• 
"I respect the man who knows distinctly 

what he wishes. The greater part of all mis· 
chief in the world arises from the fact that 
men do not sufficiently understand their own 
aims. They undertake to build a tower, and 
spend no more labor on the foundation than 
would be necessary to erect a hut." 

"The main thing is to have a great desire, 
and the skill and perserverance to accomplish 
it." 

ON FRIENDSHIP 

"Man can not properly be said to live till 
he rejoices in the well-being of others." 

"To know of some one here and there with 
whom we are in accord, who is living on with 
us, even in silence-this makes our earthly 
ball a peopled garden." 

"Tell me with whom you associate and I 
will tell you who you are. If I know what your 
business is, I know what can be made of 
you." 

"We do not learn to know men if they come 
to us; we must go to them to find out what 
they are." 

"Friendship can only be bred in practice 
and be maintained by practice." 

"A merry companion is a stall to the 
traveller." 

"Everyone has a special circle in which he 
can work in his own inimitable way." 

ON FAMILY LIFE ••. 

"The sum which two married people owe 
to one another defies calculation. It is an 
infinite debt, which can only be discharged 
through all eternity." 
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ON THE ART OF LIVING ••• 

"Appreciation is the truest liberality." 

"Generosity wins for its 'possessor favor for 
all, especially if joined with humility." 

"Toleration must be a passing mood only, 
leading on to appreciation. Simply to put up 
with people is to insult them." 

"I can promise to be sincere, but noll to 
be impartial." 

·"Incessant activity, of whatsoever kind, 
leads at last to bankruptcy." 

"Talent develops itself iu solitude; char
acter in llhe stream of life ." 

"One ought, every day at least, to hear a 
song, read a good poem, see a fine picture, 
and . . . speak a few reasonable words." 

"We must exercise our tact. lest when we 
have won the favor of people, we again trifle 
it away ere we are aware. One understands 
this well in t-he course of his life, but not 
until having paid dear instruction fees; which, 
alas! one can not spare his successors." 

"Age makes us tolerant; I never see a 
fault which I myself did not commit." 

"Every decade of a man's life has its own 
happiness, its own hopes, and its own pros
pects. Woe to the man who is driven by cir
cumstance or enticed by delusion to seek to 
lay hold upon the past or the future." 

"Work makes companionship." 

"The book of nature is a'fter all the only 
one which has in every page important mean
ings." 



ON EDUCATION ••• 

"To know one thing well, to do one thing 
well, is . more education than a hundred 
smatterings." 

"A teacher who can arouse a feeling for 
a single good action, for one single good 
poem, accomplishes more than he who fills 
our memory with row upon row of natural 
objects, classified with the name and form." 

ON ART AND MUSIC ••• 

"Art is long, life is short; judgment diffi
cult!, opportunity transient." 

"The worth of art appears most eminent 
in music, since it requires no material, no 
subject matter whose effect must be deducted. 
It is wholly form and power, and it raises and 
ennobles whatever iu expresses." 

"Science and art are cosmopolitan, the 
bounds of nationality vanish before them." 

ON Ll'fERA'.rURE ••• 

"It is with books as with new acquaint
ances. At first we are highly delighted, if we 
find a general agreement-if we are pleasant'
ly moved on any of the chief sides of our 
existence. With a closer acquaintance dUfer
ences come to light; and then reasonable 
conduct mainly consists in not shrinking 
back at once, as may happen in youth, but in 
keeping firm hold of the things in which we 
agree, and being quite clear about the things 
in which we differ, without on that account 
desiring any union." 

"We really learn only from those books 
which we can not criticize. The author of a 
book which we could criticize would have to 
learn from us." 



ON A WORLD POINT OF VIEW ••• 

"If you inquire what the people are like 
here, I must answer, 'The same as every
where'." 

"Mankind is like the Red Sea; the staff has 
scarcely parted the waves asunder before they 
flow together again." 

"True barbarism consists In not recogniz
ing that which is excellent no matter from 
where it stems." 

"Orient and Occident can no longer be 
separated." 
"God's is the Orient, 
God's is the Occident! 
Northern and southern lands 
He holds in the hollow of His hands." 

"Who learns to swing between both worlds 
Wisely, he worketh best, 
And so, good luck to him who travels 
Between the East and West." 
"The history of science is a great fugue 

where the voices of the nations join in one 
by one." 

"Where I am useful, there is my country." 

ON WORLD RECONSTRUCTION 

"Thou hast destroyed it, 
The beautiful world; 
In ruin 'tis hurled 
By the blow of a demi-god shattered; 
The scattered fragments into the void we 

carry, deploring 
The beauty destroyed beyond restoring. 
Mightier for the sons of man, 
Brighter build it again-
In thine own bosom build it anew." 
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ON WORLD LITERATURE ••• 

"It is evident that the endeavors of the 
best poet'S and aesthetic writers in every na
tion have now for some time had for their 
object the establishment of an universal hu
manity. In every individual author, whether 
his invention be historical, mythological, fab
ulous, or arbitrary, more or less, this general 
purpose wm be seen to glimmer and shine 
through his personal and national charac
teristics. . . . Whatever in the poems of a na
tion tends and operates towards this consum
mation should be appropriated by all the 
others. The peculiarities of each must be 
learned, in order to be tolerated, nay more, 
in order that they may become the very means 
of closer intercourse. For the individual 
fashions of a people are like their speech and 
coins; they facilitate intercourse; it is by 
their means, indeed, that it first becomes pos
sible to perfect it. A truly universal tolera
tion wUl most certainly be attained by leav
ing in peace t•he strangeness of Individual 
men and nations, remaining faithful to the 
conviction that the genuinely excellent is dis
tinguished by its belonging to all human 
nature Indiscriminately." 
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